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Answer !@Questions including question two

O1: A coal slurry is found to behave as a power law fluid, with a flow index of 0.3, a specific
gravity of 1.5 and an apparent viscosity of 70cP at a shear rate of I 00s-l .What volumetric flow
rate of this fluid be required to reach turbulent flow in l2.7mm ID smooth pipe that is 4.572m
long? What is the pressure drop in the pipe under these conditions? (5Marks)

02: Air is flowing at a velocity of 10 m/s over a plane surface. Derive an expression for the
thickness ofthe laminar sub-layer and calculate its value at a distance of2 m from the leading
edge of the surface, Assume that within the boundary layer outside the laminar sub-layer the

. locity offlow is proportional to the one-seventh power of the distance from the surface and
that the shear stress R at the surface is given by:

(R/pu,21:0.02(u,p5/p )-o'22
where p is the density of the fluid (1.3 kglm3 for air), p is the viscosity of the fluid (17 x 10-6 N
s/m2 for air),u, the stream velocity (n/s) (5Marks)

@ A column I m diameter and 8 m high is, packed with 3.175mmx3.175mm cylindrical
carbon particles (r0.4) and used in a ga.s absorption process carried out at 101.3 kN/m2 and

300 K. the liquid and gas flow rates are 3 and 0.7 kglm2s respectively, what is the pressure

drop across the column? In making calculations, Sawistowski's method should be used. By
how much may the liquid flow rate be increased before the column floods?
pr*=l.25Kg/m',pr*:0.032-Ns/m2 p,=6796g/m3,p1=2mNs/m2 p*:1.5tr.2 (SMarks)

Q,l: W ater is flowing at 4 mls over a flat surface whose dimensions((l0m long xlm
x_-h).The water enters at 300 K and the temperature of the wall of the tube can be taken as

approximately constant at 350 K. If the height of water over the surface is 0. I m, Calculate its

temperature at 6m from the edge of flat surface, Use the following methods in your

calculations:
(a) The simple Reynolds analogy,
(b) The Taylor-Prandtl modifi cation,
(c) Universal velocity p-rofile,

Taken ps126: I 000Kg/mr,ps26=0.7mNs/m2, cp:4. I Szu^(g.K, KH2o--0.65Wm.K
(5Marks)

Good luck
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Symbolsyslem
oH3O Air
oH2O-H3
oH2O- CO3
aGlycerol-Air
aButyric acicJ-Air
4CH3OH Air
v Turbine oil Air
a Translormer oil*Air
> B '100 Oil*Air
< 10 C Oll Air
o OilNo. l*Air
g Oil No. I OOa

a Oil No, 1 H2
a Oil No.2*Air
v Oll No.2.-COt-
+ Oil No.3 Air
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Figure 6.5. Generahzed correlation for flooding rates in packed towers
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